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Abstract
Universities have in the recent years faced new challenges as the new generations of students
enter the old institutions. We have to rethink both the physical facilities and the practices of
higher education. Many of the incomers belong to the so-called digital natives who use various
digital applications and mobile devices as integrated parts in their everyday lives. Their
knowledge seeking and knowledge sharing activities are different from previous generations. This
study stems from a need to acknowledge this gap in research on the changes in knowledge
practices and their relationship to learning. The participants were university chemistry students,
who were interviewed concerning their perceptions of the learning environments. The interviews
revealed a variation in students’ perceptions. There was also a variation in how they felt the
physical tools provided affordances for their cognition. Some students needed much more
external scaffolding and procedural facilitation for their laboratory work. The results are in line
with previous research on the domain-specific features in sciences. In the future, the results are
going to be looked at more in-depth in relation to students’ epistemological beliefs.
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1. Introduction
Learning environments and learning organisations have in the recent years been faced
with radical changes as new generations of students enter the old institutions. Both the
physical facilities and the practices that the organizations entertain may be challenged
(Faulkner & McLaughlin, 2012; Harrison & Hutton, 2014). Many of the newcomers belong
to the so-called digital natives (Prensky, 2012) who use various digital applications and
mobile devices as integrated parts in their everyday lives in different knowledge seeking and
knowledge sharing activities. However, not much is known about the relationship between
students’ beliefs about knowledge – their epistemologies – and their perceptions of different
learning environments.
Learning always takes place in a context: it is not only a process of acquiring more
knowledge, but rather, increasingly active participation in a culture (Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Lonka, 2012). In higher education, as well, the ways students learn are embedded in the
different dimension of the learning environment. This context is not only situational, but it
relies on culturally and historically developed structures (Vygotsky, 1978). The cognitive
development of human beings depends of on a certain kind of cultural environment for its
realization (Tomasello, 1999).
Bruner (1996) pointed out the power of culture in shaping human mind. Also, the
environments where learning takes place shape our intellectual efforts. Our activities are
mediated by varying tools and artifacts (Hakkarainen, 2009). The physically distributed
cognition and intelligence is supported and emergent along with technological innovations
(Hakkarainen et al., 2013). Today, also technologies and social media mediate our forms of
collaboration and learning even though we may not at all times be aware of it. Even when we
are not using such aids ourselves, they inevitably change the ways of communication in the
society. For example, many societal movements and revolutions have spread and been
reinforced by Twitter, and innovations – are ally and intellectually – are spread and mediated
by these technological prostheses that we use in the ordering of things and in communication
(see also Hakkarainen et al., 2004).
Learning environments consist of the practices of teaching, learning, and assessment
(Biggs, 1996) as well as the physical learning environment. Biggs (1996) used the concept
constructive alignment to describe an ideal educational enterprise in which students adopt
approaches to learning allowing for a profound understanding of the learning material, and in
which all aspects of the teaching, including the assessment systems, are aligned to, and
support these approaches.
Relationships between teaching and learning are not always simple. Rather, they are
mediated by students’ goals and strategies as well as situational factors. Lindblom-Ylänne
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and Lonka (1999) investigated this dynamic interplay between learners and the learning
environment in a traditional educational setting by using Vermunt and Verloop’s (1999) idea
of frictions between learners and learning environment. A friction may be either constructive
or destructive, the former promoting students’ intellectual development, and the latter
hindering it. Lindblom-Ylänne and Lonka (1999; 2001) found indications of destructive
frictions when medical students, in their attempts to make sense of the learning environment
and its requirements, were prone to adopting superficial learning strategies that were below
their knowledge capacity. Their study showed that the best students of that time did not
entertain very collaborative ideas of learning. Only later, Lonka et al. (2008) introduced the
concept collaborative construction of knowledge, a perspective that had become a more
common epistemological view among medical students. This standpoint was later confirmed
in various domains, e.g. engineering (Heiskanen & Lonka, 2012).
Now the very context of higher education is radically changing. Team work and
collaboration are emphasized as new 21st century skills. The societal and cultural changes are
also infiltrating the practices in higher education organisations and different learning
organisations. The signifiers of academic work and strategic academic space are also in
migration on a large scale (Krejsler, 2006; Pinder et al., 2009). For instance, the introduction
of MOOCs (massive open online courses) now challenges many century-old practices of the
universities. Epistemic agency (Scardamalia, 2002) indicates that the students deal with
problems of goals, motivation, evaluation, and long-range planning that are normally left to
teachers or managers. They take charge of their collaborative knowledge advancement by
using new technologies, interact with communities external to the university, and bring about
a real-world change. Students should themselves collaborate among themselves and plan as
well as pursue for activities that they find personally meaningful; this way, they experience
more ownership of their own learning and take cognitive responsibility for their own inquiry
and progress. Our previous research indicates that such a process is not only intellectually,
but also emotionally challenging even for highly selected groups of teacher students
(Litmanen et al., 2012).
Learning takes place in both formal and informal environments, locally and globally,
both virtually and socially, in successive cycles of personal and collaborative learning
efforts. We must develop new ways of learning that are both intellectually activating and
make students enjoy going to an educational institution. It is important to make efficient use
of and develop those physical environments and tools that each university has.
People entertain various theories regarding knowledge and knowing. These
epistemological beliefs have been studied extensively (e.g. Lonka, Joram, & Bryson, 1996;
Hofer & Pintrich, 2002). Previous studies have also looked at the relation between learning
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environments (LE) and epistemological beliefs (Lindblom-Ylänne & Lonka, 2001; Tolhurst,
2007) and the domain specificity of the beliefs (Pintrich, 2002; Buehl & Alexander, 2005;
Hofer, 2006). Both learning environments (LE) and epistemologies have been studied over
the years with different foci:
•

Epistemological beliefs and learning outcomes in different LEs (Tolhurst, 2007)

•

Colour and light in learning and cognitive performance (Estes, 1984; Gaoua et al.,
2012; Rittner & Robbin, 2002)

•

University students’ perceptions of LEs and academic outcomes (Lizzio, Wilson, &
Simons, 2002)

•

Congruence and friction between learning and teaching (Vermunt & Verloop,
1999; Lonka et al., 2004)

•

Student expectations from university facilities (McLaughlin & Faulkner, 2012)

•

Learning environment, epistemological beliefs and motivation (Buehl &
Alexander, 2005; Heiskanen & Lonka, 2012; Kember, Ho & Hong, 2010)

•

Epistemologies (Lonka & Lindblom-Ylänne, 1996; Pintrich, 2002; Hofer &
Pintrich (Eds.), 2002; Richardson, 2013; Schommer-Aikins, Duell, & Barker,
2002)
On the basis of previous research, we believe that the perceptions reported by

chemistry students can provide us with important insights also into how higher educational
facilities and curricula could better be organized to support the new generation of learners
and emerging knowledge practices.
In our previous studies, we found different epistemological profiles among different
student populations. Some engineering students wanted practical, certain and factual
knowledge, whereas the others were interested in reflection and collaboration (Heiskanen &
Lonka, 2012). Similar profiles were found among teacher students; these studies indicated
that students’ epistemological beliefs may colour the ways their learning experience in such
an environment (Litmanen et al., 2012).
In this study, we assumed theoretically that laboratory tools and the environment
provided external conceptual artifacts and affordances for supporting chemistry student
cognition (Gibson, 1977; Hakkarainen et al., 2004; Lonka, 2009; Norman, 1993). We also
assumed variation in terms of how such tools and artifacts were seen by students. Although
the epistemologies found preliminarily for the future chemists seem to belong to a certain
cluster, there still seems to be rich variations to how they individually experience their LE
and the affordances and knowledge practices.
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2. Problem Statement
The study aims at defining key experiences of university chemistry students in a
specialised learning environment in the context of a wet laboratory study period in organic
chemistry. Gaining data on different user profiles in terms of how people entertaining
different epistemologies, i.e. beliefs about knowledge, perceive their learning environment
calls for new ways of combining different research methods.
3. Research Questions
This study is part of a larger, national interdisciplinary research programme (RYM
Indoor Environment; see e.g. Heiskanen & Lonka, 2012; Sandström et al., 2013; Sandström
et al., 2014) whose main tenet is to improve and develop existing and future indoor
environments and learning spaces by a combination of data and insights from a variety of
different fields of expertise. In this study, we addressed the students’ perceptions of the
chemistry LE by the following research questions:
•

What aspects of the learning environment either promoted or hindered learning?

•

How did the students use technological tools in different study activities?

•

How did the students experience the physical space?

4. Purpose of the Study
We wanted to know whether there was a relationship between student perceptions of
the physical learning environment and its affordances. The overall purpose was to deepen
our understanding of student perceptions of the dimensions of their LE and to develop tools
to capture those experiences. We conclude the findings by a brief exploratory pre-discussion
on the relationship between students’ reported perception of their LE and their
epistemological profile.
5. Research Methods
5.1. Sample
The studied chemistry student group consisted of 11 first-year students who were
working on their laboratory experiments in organic chemistry. In the final sample, 9 were
chosen for the pre-study between interviews and epistemological profiles.
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5.2. Methods
Before the collection of data for this study, the students filled in an informed consent
form giving permission to use the interview and questionnaire material for research purposes.
These included the observations, interviews and the questionnaire including questions about
situational academic emotions and interest and epistemological beliefs.
In this study, we delimit our focus on student reports on the learning environment and
the affordances including cues from the social and the physical learning environment and the
tools they used to facilitate and scaffold their actual laboratory experiments and other
learning-related activities. The students were interviewed contextually in the middle of
laboratory work to ensure that the chemistry domain would be active in their minds.
The interviews were done in focus groups, and they were semi-structured including
thematic questions regarding
•

aspects of the learning environment that either hinder or facilitate learning;

•

technological and instrumental tools (affordances) they used in their studies; and

•

experiences of physical space.
The interviews were transcribed verbatim. These transcriptions were then used to

study the reports and possible overarching patterns that could be identified and labelled
consistently. The initial classes were formulated in a close collaboration between three
researchers, so that each researcher first formed his/her own classes which were then
repeatedly discussed and refined in research meetings to reach an interrater agreement.
The student reports were analysed with a focus on conceptual content analysis and
semantic analysis. In cases where proximal relations between reports on the physical
environment and learning were not easily captured, also other latent linguistic elements were
considered contextually (e.g., the student refers to the space using pronominal or adverbial
forms such as it, that, here).
The in vivo codes – for instance, instruction, basic needs, safety – were transformed
into theoretical constructs where possible (overarching patterns broader than special classes,
i.e. parts of certain jargon).
The final pre-study comparison between the student reports on perceptions of the LE
and was performed in a blind fashion, and the possible differences in the profiles as opposed
to the reports were only revealed after an in-depth study of the interview data. 9 students (5
female, 4 male) were chosen based on the richness of report given by them.
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6. Findings
The results showed that there is much variety in student perceptions of things and
contexts that either help and support them with their learning tasks and activities or, on the
contrary, matters that were reported to be counter-productive in terms of learning. The wave
of analyses performed on the interview data resulted in a three-category gross classification
of different dimensions that the students made reference to during the contextual interviews.
Many of the informants either made direct and explicit reference to matters of safety and
guidance needed from the learning environment, or then these kinds of references could be
subtracted proximally and semantically, when the students were using different linguistic
cues to refer to safety issues, external regulation, etc.) from their reports.
Although the interviews were performed in the middle of their laboratory experiments
to have the chemistry domain activated in their mental space, many students expressed a
wish to have more agile learning spaces also outside the laboratory. Many of them reported a
need to have differentiated spaces also within the laboratory or in close proximity to it
(spaces-within-spaces that afford different kinds of learning activities individually and
collaboratively). Interestingly, although collaboration and the ability to ask both peer
students and the assistant teachers for help and advice were experienced as very important,
most of the same students stated that they have to learn the content by heart, because they
would be working as chemists in organisations where they might be the only experts in their
field. There seemed to be a balancing between individual, route learning and the social
aspect to doing e.g. calculus together with peers.
The approaches to learning and knowledge seemed many times to be quite binary:
either you study and learn - on your own mostly, but for some particular tasks such as
calculus, with your peer students - or you go to a lecture just because it’s a lecture or because
you feel obliged. In these cases, references to learning as a core function, were many times
either scarce or completely lacking. One student stated, when asked about typical spaces that
they use for studying:
[…] to mass lecture halls I only go for the lecture…depending completely on how
useful I find the lectures. And then I use the hallways quite often, we work on
assignments in groups… I think it’s or I think at least for me it’s a good way to learn.
When asked about how they apply different technological tools such as laptop
computers, smart phones or other devices and applications in learning activities, the same
student replied:
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Yeah, although I think on this course it’s not that important to spend time at the
computer […] Here, the main focus is after all in just getting it over with the
experiments. And filling in different paper forms.
Another student pointed out the importance of having different spaces within spaces
where to go work on written assignments during the wet experiments:
[…] like when you’re working on something written or are searching information
there could be a more classroom-like space where you could go so that you shouldn’t
have to work beside the dishes […]
This was doubled by another student who was concerned about safety:
Yeah exactly, at times you could find yourself handling your personal belongings like
pens and also the phone with your rubber gloves on.
The need for more third places that induce learning was also present in many student
reports. The hallways were used for learning activities, but they weren’t perceived as
sufficient or structured or calm enough. Here, too, the fit between peer support and
individual work became obvious.
I’ve thought quite a lot about the entrance hall to the Department of Chemistry, that it
would be nice to sit there but it’s quite like…quite noisy […] that they should be a bit
more intimate so that you could be alone but at the same time connected to the hall
and the surrounding environment, so that it wouldn’t be a lecture hall or a library.
The students seemed to feel that as long as collaboration doesn’t affect one’s own
learning, it is useful to work together. A type of functional fixation or lack of productive
transfer of learning could also be noticed, as seen in the following excerpt:
[…] in the lab, the much that you spend time there, you find out things related to the
lab work and things related to that, but nothing like outside the laboratory, or like
things that wouldn’t have to do with the laboratory work.
Here, it seems that the learning and knowledge related to certain topics are very
tightly kept to a minimum, and that you only study things in relation to the laboratory work
that takes place at the given time, and do not expand your thinking across other areas of
information regarding chemistry.
When the student reports were finally compared to their epistemological profiles, it
was revealed that they all belonged to the same profile. That profile could be said to consist
of collaborative but fact oriented and practical beliefs. However, there were many variations
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in the ways they perceived their environment and the affordances and factors in the LE that
promoted learning. For example, some students reported far bigger mismatch between the
amount of scaffolding they received from the environment and how much they would have
needed guidance. Thus, the cluster and the interview data call for more person-oriented and
individual profiling. In the present study, the individual reports were hence discussed within
the overarching patterns induced from the interview data.
The overarching categories found in the data are presented in Table 1 below
supported by examples from the student reports. An overview of the knowledge practices
that were found based on the reports is presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Categories and dimensions found for student experiences of their learning environment
Category

Dimensions

Promoting/hindering
factors in the LE

Safe social learning
atmosphere
- peer discussions
- asking assistant
teachers

Need for
guidance/scaffolding

Physically & socially
distributed intelligence and
scaffolding
- fit/misfit between
required and
provided
guidance
(social and
physical)
Social scaffolding

Safety
Physical scaffolding

Example
At least for me being able to confirm my
own assumptions and hunches [through
discussion] is a good way to learn, or
actually, one of the best ways to learn. And it
enhances also your courage and self-esteem
there in the laboratory. You get more
confident.
Generally, I’ve noticed that the examples and
explanations should be clear and relevant
and not like, swinging your hands in the
air, like “throw a nice amount of water in
there”, and “then please heat it in a suitable
temperature for a nice amount of time,”
Like in the future, you’ll probably be in an
Orion laboratory and most probably there’s
no-one telling you “do this do this”
It is, though, better to ask than to realize that
the whole place smells like bitter almond [i.e.,
cyanide]… whether we should evacuate
ourselves…
I think like that safety would be the important
thing and like a clear instruction in the
environment, for example where are the
disposal containers and that they would be
labelled well and clearly
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Table 2. Knowledge practices and approaches to knowledge and learning found in the data
Learning,
studying
learningby-doing
(theory>
practice),
hands-on

Collaboration, social
affordances
ability to ensure one’s
assumptions by asking
after own reflection
need for right amount &
kind of guidance
learning is mostly
individual

External tools
- mainly laptop
computers
- instruments in the
lab, lab
equipment

Applying studied content
- concrete visions about
future work as a
chemist from the first
year on
- individuality of
decision-making at
work

7. Conclusions
We studied students that were working in a chemistry wet laboratory. In terms of LEs,
a wet laboratory is a highly specialised physical environment that requires and affords for
certain kinds of approaches to learning. The adjustability – or better, agility in the hands of
new learners with evolving Third Millennium skills – of such spaces is often limited. In a
traditional chemistry laboratory, the scaffolding artifacts such as tools for measuring
different wave lengths of the molecules in a sample, or weighing chemical components on a
scale, or the instructions and notes warning about dangerous liquids etc., have a certain order
of being, and the user is limited by these artifacts. The potential agility (depicted below in
figure 1) between spaces increases as we move from laboratories to open-office type spaces
that are designed to support collaborative and co-creative knowledge construction.

Potential agility between spaces

The more traditional acquisition approach still entertained by, we believe, most
educational institutions, has in recent years been challenged by a growing emphasis on how
people acquire knowledge and make use of this knowledge. This participation approach takes
into account how people participate in changing cultural practices and shared processes of
learning (Hakkarainen et al., 2004; Hakkarainen, 2009; Harrison & Hutton, 2014). In our
view, both of these points of view into learning should be broadened and scaled up by adding
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in the discussion the knowledge-creation – and co-creation – approach. This approach has it
that students should from early on be accustomed to regulate and immerse in individual and
social efforts. This is achieved by developing shared objects of activity (Hakkarainen et al.,
2004; Hakkarainen et al., 2013).
The relationship between approaches to learning and dimensions of perceived
learning environment were discussed base on empirical studies already in the 1980s by
Ramsden and Entwistle (1981). Lizzio, Wilson and Simons (2002) state that changes in how
the relation between different approaches to studying and learning and the LE is experienced
should be also studied at the departmental level, as it is the curricular level that most often
leads to changing practices in the actual course design. This implies the need to study
different layers of stakeholders in any given learning organisation.
Collaborative knowledge creation should be better supported by the affordances in the
LE in the broadest sense – including its physical, social and mental dimensions. For instance,
Appel-Meulenbroek (2010) showed that the visibility of the co-workers and concrete copresence were experienced as innovation-promoting factors in an organisation, as the
proximality enhanced e.g. the possibility to give and receive unquestioned help. It was also
perceived efficient and to-the-point, as the collaborators didn’t have to explain and repeat
their point in the co-presence of others. This co-presence can and should be supported by
both the facilities themselves and embedded virtual co-creation platforms.
The relation between what the space is supposed to scaffold and what it actually
scaffolds (based on in-depth observational data on the space-to-person ↑ vs. person-to-space
↓ directionality) shows that space has an impact on behaviour and vice versa. In a previous
preliminary study (Ketonen, Sandström, & Lonka, 2014), we found marked differences
across two domains – chemistry students and teacher students in terms of their reported
experiences of the learning environment and their epistemological profiles. The teacher
students belonged to a profile that was labelled collaborative and reflective, whereas the
chemistry students belonged in the profile labelled collaborative, fact-oriented and practical.
In addition, their knowledge practices differed strongly, as the teacher students stressed the
importance of practices that could be identified as knowledge co-creation, whereas the
chemistry students did report collaborative preferences but at the same time, entertained
ideas of fixed knowledge concerning the information that they received through their
laboratory experiments.
This has been shown to be the case for medical students: too much stress and lack of
emotional safety was in a study shown to make the students able to cope with the critical task
at hand, but afterwards they had little if none recall of how they actually survived and which
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means they used to carry on with the task (LeBlanc, 2009). Perception and experience of
safety in the learning environment is crucial for well-being and for such emotional state that
promotes higher cognitive processes at the core of learning. This safety zone should be
created and scaffolded by both the physical and the instructional, social LE (see also Mahn &
John-Steiner, 2002).
The common denominator in chemistry students’ experiences regarding their LE
could be found when looking more closely into the individual profiles that the students have.
It could be that, although grossly in the same overarching profile, there is individual
variation on different dimensions of the epistemological scale. Heiskanen & Lonka (2012)
found three different kinds of clusters based on engineering students’ epistemologies and
motivational strategies. Current research also debates about the domain-specific versus
domain-general beliefs (see e.g. Schraw, 2013), but there is a growing tendency to state that
beliefs are both domain specific and domain general. The relation between different student
populations domain-wise and individual variation in perceptions of LE and epistemologies
remains to be studied more extensively. However, our preliminary results have shown an
interesting domain-specific variation between two academic fields (Ketonen, Sandström &
Lonka, 2014), and we plan to undertake mixed-method research designs to further see
whether the differences are on the overall domain level and whether there is much variation
on the individual level, as well. This will be performed by comparing the student perceptions
of their LEs to their beliefs about knowledge and learning.
In the future, another dimension to be studied further is how the study context – the
physical and the social – relates to the epistemological profiles. Would the same students
report differently if they changed learning environments? In our present study, the
epistemological cluster found to be shared by all the studied students poses interesting
questions to be addressed in the future, regarding individual variation, motivational strategies
and conceptions or mental models of learning. This is especially interesting to ask now that
the methods used in education in universities are in transformation towards studentactivating and student-centered methods (Lonka & Ahola, 1995; Lonka, 2012; Loyens,
Rikers & Schmidt, 2009). This challenges the learning processes, curriculums and learning
environments. Additionally, the development of technology sets new requirements for the
learning landscape (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2010; Harrison & Hutton, 2014; Pinder et al., 2009;
Poutanen, Parviainen, & Åberg, 2011). In a previous study, we discussed the meaningful use
of embedded learning environments in the case of teacher students who were working on an
inquiry- and phenomenon-based study unit (Sandström et al., 2014). In the studied setting,
the ways that different emerging applications and technologies afforded learning for the
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students in the form of for instance more efficient knowledge collaboration were found
essential. The student reports were in line with what we nowadays think of as physically
distributed cognition (Hakkarainen et al., 2013), as the students were combining different
technology-supported ways of collaboration with P2P discussions and intensive group work.
The relationship between different learning environments, institutional and
pedagogical routines and the epistemologies that the users entertain should in the future be
investigated more exhaustively – not only to understand current practices better, but
particularly in order to be able to improve them and develop new knowledge practices in a
dynamic interplay between emerging social practices, technologies and pedagogical
innovations. This could be called the constructive alignment (after Biggs, 1996, who refers
with this concept to the pedagogy) of the overall learning environment with its embedded
knowledge practices and agile spaces for different learners.
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